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Merry Christmas and a happy new year to all. As you can imagine we have been pretty busy
with Christmas having as many kids as we do, and trying to get a few knives made. I’m sure
plenty of makers are doing the same in preparation for our May show as well as Keith and
Corin’s Sydney show.
News flash: we have a new W.A. state rep. After many years of valued service to the Guild,
David Brodziak has stepped down and Bruce Barnett has taken on the role. Both gentlemen
need to be thanked and congratulated – David for doing such a fine job and Bruce for
stepping up to take his place.
If only we could have the secretary/treasurer role change hands as easily. Robert Herbert
will not be nominating for the position at the May AGM. Keep in mind that the many of the
tasks carried out by the sec/treas have been streamlined, and if someone is interested we
will assist them in the role in any way we can.
201 4 Guild show, May 3 & 4 – the ball is rolling. The room is booked, some advertising is out
and Herbie, Terri and myself will be doing promotional work at the Wild Deer expo in Bendigo
in February. We encourage anyone who can volunteer some of their time to contact Zac and
offer their services as we still need people to hand out fliers and man the front table during
show hours. We hate having to ask the ladies to do it all the time, so if you can’t put together
a table for the show, come along anyway and help out for a few hours at the door. We can
help Mike out with the advertising, too. Every flyer hand out or raffle ticket sold could bring
another patron in. I find it pretty rewarding to see people I talked to during the year come
along to the show later on. Contact all of your customers and let them know the show is on
as it’s all to the benefit of the Guild and everyone in it.
The AGM will be conducted on the Saturday night of May 3. The positions of president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer are up for election.
I would also like to put forward prior to the meeting that the Guild create a family
membership. The point of this is to encourage the making of knives by young people 1 4
years of age up to 1 8, at which time they would be eligible for full voting membership
providing they have made knives for two years and meet the standard. Obviously the young
person would need the support of their parents and that is why it would be referred to as a
family membership. For those who are unsure about this then please consider this.
Consumer Affairs have made it possible for juniors to qualify for exemptions such as ours
due to the martial arts students and other groups of re-enactors who have juniors. It is also
possible to have a junior shooters licence at 1 2 so why shouldn’t 1 4 year olds be able to
make knives and sell them under parental supervision? Please think about this and be
prepared to discuss it at the AGM.
Cheers, Adam.
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Welcome to this issue of On the Edge. As you've all proabably noticed, this is a combined
edition due to the lack of material available for publication last Spring. Members are
encouraged to send in photos of their knives or other shameless self-promotions to help with
creating variety and interest in our publication, and don't forget that advertising for members
is completely free.
There has been a major change to Guild administration recently. After some recent
discussions with Adam and Rob, I have volunteered to stand in as interim secretary until the
AGM in May to give Rob a bit of a hand as he currently has a lot on his plate. He will still
maintain his position as treasurer and will handle the monetary issues arising, but all
correspondence will now need to be directed to myself. Send membership renewals, show
table bookings and whatever general correspondence to the details listed on those forms.
If you are paying by cheque/money order, make them payable to Australian Knifemakers
Guild and forward them to me with your relevant paperwork. If you are paying into the
Guild's paypal account, the email address is secretary@akg.org.au and please remember to
note down in the comments box your full name, postal address and what your payment is for
i.e full membership or show table booking. This is really important for the admin as it is
common practice for people to pay with another person's account and then only the account
holder's information shows up. We can't write out a membership card or book a show table
for your friends and relatives!
State reps - could you please double check with your recent probies that all their paperwork
is in order and forward a copy to me if you haven't already done so. I am currently
overhauling the membership database in preparation for the new numbered membership
cards required to maintain our exemptions and need the freshest information possible. All
members - if anyone has new details, please note them on your renewal forms. As an extra
special big help to me, I would like current members to please inform me of an approximate
date of when they joined the Guild. Having no access to our records boxes I am unsure of
how far back the paperwork goes, so if you could make that note on your form I would be
very grateful.
Thanks for your support in these matters. Don't forget, if you are not going to be at the AGM
and still want your vote to count, fill out the proxy forms and send them to me. If you wish to
nominate for a position, contact me and let me know ASAP.
Terri Parker
AKG Secretary/Editor
1 820 Geelong Road
Mount Helen
Victoria 3350
0409655967
editor@akg.org.au
scretary@akg.org.au
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ADELAIDE SHOW 201 3
By Peter Bald

The build up to this year’s Adelaide Knife Show was unexpectedly quiet in terms of media
interest and although there was plenty of ‘knife’ related crime occurring around Adelaide and
South Australia none of that was used by the media to put the knife show in a bad light!
Perhaps after all these years (21 in fact) they are actually coming to realise that we are the
good guys and have nothing to fear!
The knife show itself was a roaring success; all 28 tables (and that’s all that will comfortably
fit for our needs) were filled. The breakdown was; 20 knife makers and 6 other exhibitors that
included a range of factory knives both old and new and knife making supplies (steel, handle
materials and thanks to Corin Urquhart abrasives and the very interesting Wilmont grinder).
Saturday morning started early (7.30 am) with the ‘set up’ and knife judging. In my opinion the
range and numbers of knives that were presented was a bit down on previous years but none
the less there were some very impressive pieces to be seen.
The award winners were:
Best Art Knife:
Best Folding Knife:
Best Hunting Knife:
Best Forged Knife:
Best Utility Knife:

Peter Del Raso
Peter Bald
Peter Del Raso
Keith Fludder
Peter Del Raso

At 9.00am the doors opened and the waiting crowd started flowing in. It was a very busy day
with over 360 people coming through. The total show attendance was 61 3 people! The sales
figures were 111 hand made knives sold and in excess of 1 20 factory knives.
We had three “first timers” at the show, which added to the very interesting mix of
established, developing and new knife makers. Rian Doudle from South Australia who is a
farrier by trade has embraced the making of Damascus steel and has made remarkable
progress in only a few months. Tony Eglinton, another South Aussie has shown a dramatic
improvement in the accuracy of his grinding and the fit and finish in his knives and Nathan
Roenfeldt, who with the assistance of his mum Lyn, have taken over the Cutlers Cottage from
Mal and Coralie Day at Hahndorf in the Adelaide Hills all enjoyed a successful first knife
show. Each of these gentlemen have made progress with becoming voting members of the
Guild, best wishes to them through the next twelve months.
It is reassuring to me that we are seeing new faces come on to the knife making scene to fill
the gaps left by others who for various reasons find themselves unable to participate in every
knife show. Two of the icons of the Australian knife making scene were missed this year,
Maurie McCarthy, whose passing earlier this year has caused great sadness for many and
Murray Lanthois the indominatable character who has never missed a knife show in Adelaide
but because he had been overseas prior to the show has broken his amazing attendance
record of never having missed a show!
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At the “very established” end of the field of knife makers there was Peter Del Raso with his
usual stunning array of superb quality knives, Keith Fludder and forged / Damascus work par
excellence and Wally Bidgood with more folders than fixed blades!
We had a particularly interesting display of authentic handmade Lakota Indian flint knives. A
chap who lives in the Adelaide Hills who has ‘connections’ with a South Dakota American
Indian community imported these knives from the USA. An interesting side note here is that
Australian Customs eventually seized one of his shipments because they chose to identify
them as prohibited weapons because they are non metallic and therefore don’t respond to xrays and metal detector tests! The argument over this one is still in progress!
Another exhibitor who received a lot of interest was Murray Thompson. Murray is a geologist /
gemmologist from Western Australia who works within the gold mining industry and had with
him an amazing array of precious and semi precious minerals and mineral bearing rocks.
Murray is keen to promote and supply these materials to knife makers and it is easy to
imagine solid gold nuggets and beautiful exquisitely coloured and patterned slices of rare
mineral bearing rock on an exotic ‘art knife’. Murray is headed to the USA later this year to
further promote these amazing products.
I received a comment from a long-term visitor to the show that he thought there was a greater
diversity of things for the public to see this year. I think that it’s good to include knife making
supplies and even factory made knives bearing in mind that the main focus is ‘custom knives’.
After twenty-one knife shows we certainly appreciate feedback and constructive criticism so
that we can continue to try to meet the needs of both the public and the knife making
community in through the Adelaide Knife Show.
On behalf of the Adelaide Knife Promotions team, thank you.
CheersP
Peter Bald
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IN THE WORKSHOP
with Rob Herbert

Just prior to Christmas Adam, myself and the kids had the pleasure of
catching up with Herbie and his family for a few days. Of course, the
men spent some time in the workshop and I was able to catch them in
the act. Many thanks to the Herbert family for their hospitality.
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If you would like your shed featured in our 'In the Workshop' section
then email your pics to editor@akg.org.au
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NOTICE OF AGM
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE AUSTRALIAN KNIFEMAKERS GUILD
WILL BE HELD
ON SATURDAY MAY 3, 201 4
AT THE HOTEL IBIS, THERRY STREET
MELBOURNE
Agenda items will include, but are not limited to:
* Presentation of office bearer's reports
* Election of offfice bearers
* Possible addition of Family Membership

PLEASE ENSURE YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS UP TO DATE.
FULL AND PROBATIONARY MEMBERS MUST BE FULLY PAID
TO BE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE.
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AKG KNIFE SHOW 201 4
GUILD REGULATIONS
In accordance with the Australian Knifemakers Guild (AKG) constitution, no maker will have
for display, or have in their possession for sale, any of the following items:
• Automatic knives • Push daggers
• Sword canes
• Butterfly knives
• Buckle knives
• Factory made knives including factory kits.
In order to protect the Guild’s reputation and Victorian Knife laws, anyone found breaching
these regulations will be asked to pack up and leave. No exceptions.
Under Victorian legislation Non-members & Probationary members are not permitted to
display Daggers or other double edged knives without the appropriate permit(s).
Knife Awards and Judging
We encourage all Full & Probationary makers to enter knives into the competition.
For any maker entering a knife for judging, please follow these steps:
1.
Locate in your pack the numbered adhesive labels
2.
For any knife you wish to enter – place one of these numbered labels over your mark
3.
Once your mark is covered, place your knife(s) on the judging tables in the
appropriate category ensuring the knife meets the requirements of the category
4.
Judging commences at 8.30 am sharp and concludes at 9.00 am Saturday
5.
Late knives are not accepted & only ONE entry per category
Full and Probationary AKG members attending the show may participate in the voting. The
Show Committee will announce when the voting commences.
1.
You will find a voting slip in your pack, in the appropriate box, write the number that
appears on the knife you consider to be the best in the category
2.
Place your completed slips in the collection box.
Awards Requirements
Following are the requirements knives submitted for judging must meet.
1)
All knives must be for sale at the Guild show
2)
No piece to have been previously submitted for judging at any other knife show
3)
Where minimum or maximum blade lengths are stipulated, the blade length is
measured from the point to the grind shoulder at the ricasso
4)
Knives submitted for Best Forged Non Damascus and Best Damascus must be the
work of the maker submitting the piece. Collaborations are accepted and the award is
shared between the two or more makers
5)
The maximum price on the
a.
Hunter category is $400 and must include a sheath
b.
Utility Knife is $275 and must include sheath
6)
The AKG will purchase the winning hunter or utility for the next year’s Raffle prize
Hope you all have a great show and good luck.
Guild Show Committee
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AUSTRALIAN KNIFEMAKERS GUILD
KNIFE SHOW, MAY 3-4, 201 4
International Hotel Ibis, Melbourne, Victoria
Registration Form
I will need PPtables @ AKG Member
Other
Member half-table

$11 0.00 per table
$1 75.00 per table
$ 50.00

Total Table Fees

$PPPPP.

(Please circle)

New Exhibitor

201 3 Exhibitor

Name/ Company: PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Name/s of those attending with me:PPPPPPPPPPP...
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP..
Address: PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP.......
City: PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP..State: PPPPPP
Postcode: PPPP..Country: PPPPPPPPPPPPP..

By making this booking for the 201 4 AKG Knife Show I agree that I have
read, understood and agree to abide by the conditions outlined in the Guild Show
Regulations.
Send cheques made payable to Australian Knifemakers Guild to:
Terri Parker
1 820 Geelong Road
Mount Helen VIC 3350
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Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc.
Membership Renewal
Terri Parker
1 820 Geelong Road
Mount Helen VIC 3350
Ph. 0409655967
Please Print Clearly
Surname:................................GivenNames............................
PostalAddress.........................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
State..........................................Post Code.............................
Contact Details

For Publication
(please circle applicable)
Phone Number (........)..................................
Yes / No
Fax(........)......................................................

Yes / No

Email..............................................................

Yes / No

Website..........................................................

Yes / No

Postal Address

Yes/ No

Membership Renewal Fees
Please tick the applicable box
Voting Member $50.00 pa

[ ]

Probationary Member $50.00 pa

[ ]

Associate Member $35.00 pa

[ ]

Please check that all details are filled out correctly on this form and send your relevant fees in
Australian dollars by cheque or money order payable to Australian Knifemakers Guild to the
address at the top of this form.
NOTE : All fees must be received by March 1 or a rejoining fee may be required.
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AUSTRALIAN KNIFEMAKER’S GUILD INCORPORATED
FORM OF APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
I PPP......................PPPPPPPPPP.. of
PPPPPPP..................PPPPPPPPPPP.
(Name) (Address)
being a member of the AUSTRALIAN KNIFEMAKERS GUILD Inc, hereby appoint
PPP......................PPPPPPP..PPP.. of
PPPPPPP..................PPPPPPPPPPP.
(Name) (Address)
being a member of the Australian Knifemaker’s Guild Inc., as my proxy, to vote for me, on
my behalf, at the Annual General Meeting or special general meeting, (as the case may
be) to be held on the May 3, 201 4, and at any adjournment of the meeting.
My proxy is authorised to vote as noted below.
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
Signed PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP.
The PPPP.......P.. day of PPPPPPPPP.. 201 4
This form must be mailed to reach the Secretary by no later than April 1 4, 201 4.
Email to:
editor@akg.org.au
Or Mail to:
Terri Parker
1 820 Geelong Road
Mount Helen VIC 3350
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201 4 Knife Show Judging Critera
1)
2)
3)

All knives must be for sale at the Guild Show
No piece to have been previously submitted for judging at any other knife show.
The length of the blade is measured from the point to the grind shoulder at the ricasso.

The categories are as follows:
Best In Show
To epitomise the Guild standards in quality, design and construction.
The best ‘fit and finish’.
Innovative in design and presentation.
Degree of difficulty in manufacture.
Presentation.
Folder
This knife should display outstanding ‘fit and finish’.
The knife should have a smooth ‘walk’ and definite ‘talk’ on both opening and closing.
The folder should display excellence in design and display the desirable properties of
beauty, ease of use, strength, and absence of bulk.
Forged/Damascus
Originality and/or excellence of design.
Degree of difficulty in manufacture.
Selection of materials.
High degree of fit and finish.
Must be forged to shape by the maker presenting the knife for judging.
Utility
This knife can sell for up to $275 and must include a sheath.
It must represent value for money.
The blade length must not be less than 11 cm.
Appropriateness of design for a general purpose knife.
The fit and finish should at the least be of a standard that would be approved by the
Guild as a satisfactory quality.
Hunter
The knife can sell for up to $400 and must include a sheath.
The blade length must not be less than 9cm.
This is a practical knife and should be able to perform a number of tasks with relative
ease in the field dressing medium to large game.
This knife should display excellent fit and have a very good finish.
The knife should represent appropriate value for money.
Small Game
Must have a high standard of fit and finish.
Suitable for dressing small game/fish.
Blade must not exceed 7cm.
The knife can sell for up to $300.
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UPCOMING SHOWS
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ADVERTISING
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FULL MEMBERS
BALD Peter
BARN Col
BARNETT Bruce
BARRET Denis
BASTIAN Alistair
BLACK Matt
BROAD Scott
BRODZIAK David
BROOK Matt
BURDETT Stuart
CHEONG Zac
COX Terrance
DEERING Jim
DEL RASO Peter
FAULKNER Rob
FECHNER Michael
FLUDDER Keith
FOXWELL John
GERNER Thomas
GILJEVIC Branko
GORDON Peter
GUNSTON Barry
HADDAD Karim
HANNAN Mal
HARRINGTON Jamie
HARRIS ROD
HENKE Glenn
HERBERT Robert
JAMES Matt
JOHNSON Dean
KANDAVNIEKS Peter
KENNEY Peter
KISS Joe
KLITSCHER Robert
McINTYRE Shawn
McLARTY John
MENDE Ray
MOASE Richard
PARKER Adam
PARKER Terri
PECK Jeff
PHILLIPS Alistair
SAUNDERS Wayne
SHANAUGHAN Murray
STEELE Jim
STINES Rod
TIMBS Doug
TOWNSEND Stewart

SA
QLD
WA
NSW
SA
VIC
SA
WA
WA
NSW
VIC
NSW
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
NSW
NSW
WA
VIC
SA
VIC
ACT
NSW
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
NZ
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
VIC
SA
VIC
NSW
VIC
VIC
NSW
ACT
NSW
VIC
WA
QLD
QLD
QLD
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WANGERMANN Hardy
WARE Brendan
WEIGHTMAN Jason
YEATS Ross

VIC
TAS
VIC
WA

PROBATIONARY MEMBERS
EGLINTON Anthony
BRYANT Craig
GEORGE Greg
MACAULAY Andrew
MERCHANT Bruce
MORRISON Will
ODGERS Garry
RAE Robert
SHARP Neville
SLATTERY Kevin
URQUHART Corin

SA
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
QLD
VIC
ACT
VIC

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
BONNER Charlie
BORGHOUTS Peter
BOUNDS James
CALCAGINO Alex
COOPER Richard
COOPER Stephen
COWAN Marc
DAY Jim
DUNN David
FLECKHAMMER Dietmar
GLADSTONE James
MONCRIEFF Peter
OLIVER Ray
O’NEILL Gerard
PEDINI Marcello

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

HONORARY
MAISON Mike
ROWLEY Fred

VIC
VIC

LIFE
BIDGOOD Wal
HUSIAK Myron
SIMMONDS Kurt
ZEMITIS Joe

VIC
VIC
VIC
NSW
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